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We can all choose to make change
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The Serenity Prayer, attributed to Rein-hold Niebuhr, asks God to grant us “the serenity to accept the things we
cannot change; courage to change the things we can; and wisdom to know the difference.”

Cognitive behavioral psychology picks up where that wisdom line trails off: Common-sense remedies for fear
and despair, based on the idea that automatic thoughts lead to feelings and carefully checking the accuracy of
thoughts can change outcomes.

If you tell yourself you’re a loser, you’ll feel sad. But if you interrupt that internal monologue and dispute it with
facts, you feel OK. Some exercises break it down to five steps. An adversity in your life prompts your mind to
make belief statements or interpretive judgments, leading to different consequences: feelings and moods.
Disputing and discrediting the false beliefs is energizing. You feel better.

Similarly, optimists see adversities as temporary, specific to the current situation and impersonal. Pessimists
interpret those adversities as permanent, general to every situation and personal — directly caused by some
unchangeable character flaw in themselves.

When hard times hit home, part of healthy coping is choosing the optimists’ lens, thinking through best-case,
worst-case and most-likely scenarios, planning and acting to influence the odds.

People have helped themselves using cognitive behavioral tools for decades. But anxiety and depression still
hammer millions. Beyond the tragic personal losses that confront us all, we face climate change, peak oil and
economic turmoil against a backdrop of collapsing credibility and effectiveness in our collective planning,
problem-solving and investment systems: our governments and banks.
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As a community, we can make interpretive choices. If we insist our problems are permanent, general and
personal, we’ll be too discouraged to effectively plan for the future. But we can also choose to see them as
temporary, specific and impersonal.

Greenhouse gas emissions are not a character flaw; they’re a cognitive-behavioral choice subject to analysis
and change. We can learn to live carbon-zero. We don’t have to do it for the whole world, just here. We don’t
have to do it overnight, we just have to keep steadily walking the walk without giving up.

Worst-case scenario? A sudden breakdown of our complex fuel and food supply systems, leading to thirst,
hunger, disease outbreaks, life-threatening exposure to hot summer weather and cold winter weather. Best-case
scenario? Discovery and rapid deployment of a cheap, clean energy technology to replace coal, oil and natural
gas.

Energy Descent Action Plans (introduced in last month’s column) aim at the most-likely scenario. No doom. No
miracles. We’re just at the start of a jolting ascent out of the carbon hole as fossil fuels become scarcer, cost
more and heat the planet faster.

So we backcast: write, chart, draw and photograph the local future we want to grow into, plan backwards,
laying out the steps between now to then and publish the result.

Even with our diversity of views, as living creatures we have some indisputable common ground. Plenty of clean
water is better than scarce or poisoned water. Healthy forests are better than fragmented, diseased forests.
Thriving local gardens and farms supplying food for our tables are safer than depending on cheap diesel fuel to
bring it from faraway agribusinesses. Most important is that your neighbors are more reliable allies in hard times
than greedy billionaires on Wall Street and Capitol Hill.

Curious about what your neighbors think about these things? Hang a square of green cloth on a stick and plant
it in your front yard as a sign that you’re ready to talk, and see what unfolds.

As satirical newspaper The Onion put it, “Taking steps to prevent the Earth from becoming completely unlivable
should, for the moment, take precedence over tasks that do not do that.”

Katherine Watt is a State College writer, community organizer and Transition Town State College steering
committee member. Readers may write to her at katherine_watt@hotmail.com

or check out the TTSC blog at www.transitioncentrecounty.wordpress.com.
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